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DUALITY THEOREMS AND THEOREMS

OF THE ALTERNATIVE

L. McLINDEN1

ABSTRACT. It is shown, in a completely general setting, that a the-

orem of the alternative is logically equivalent to a duality theorem linking

two constrained optimization problems.

A standard technique for proving a duality theorem linking two con-

strained optimization problems is to apply an appropriate theorem of the al-

ternative, sometimes called a transposition theorem  (see, e.g., Mangasarian

[2], Rockafellar [4], Stoer and Witzgall [6]).   In the context of linear prob-

lems in finite dimensions it has been observed also by some (e.g., Balinski

and Tucker [l])  that, conversely, from such a duality result a theorem of the

alternative follows.   In this note we extract the essence of the logical argu-

ments involved in such derivations and thus exhibit the extreme generality

of these techniques of proof.   In particular, we show the simple, yet basic,

logical principle that a duality theorem is actually equivalent to a theorem

of the alternative.  No linear space structure is needed.

Let  X  and   Y  be arbitrary nonempty sets, and let  / and  g be arbitrary

extended-real-valued functions defined on  X  and  Y', respectively.   For each

a e (—°o, +oo]   consider the statements

(Ia) 3x £ X  such that  f(x) < a,

(IIa) 3y e  Y such that g(y) > a.

The following statement is an abstract theorem of the alternative involving

the pairs  (/, X)  and (g,   Y):

(fl) Va £ (-oo, +<*>], exactly one of (I   ),   (lla)  holds.

We do not assert anything here as to the validity of (tf), but merely introduce

it as a logical statement.   Consider now the two abstract optimization prob-

lems

inf   /(%)     and     sup g(y).
xeX yeY
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The fact that / and g are allowed infinite values permits constrained prob-

lems to be viewed in this format. For these problems, the following logical

statement is an abstract duality theorem:

(1)) inf   fix) = max giy).
xeX yeY

We understand this to mean that infxf = supyg  and giy) = supyg  for some

y £ Y.

Of course, neither (tt) nor ()•■) has any real content until  (/, X)  and

(g,   y)  are assigned specific interpretations, or structure, and also hypoth-

eses are given under which (u)  or (X)  is indeed true.   For instance, in

abstract terms, the theory of dual optimization problems involves first rep-

resenting  / (say) in terms of some other function  L  of the form  L: X x Y

—» [-00, +o«]  by means of the relation

fix) =  sup  Lix, y),       Vx e X,
yeY

and then taking g to be

giy) =  inf  Lix, y),      Vy e Y.
xeX

In this case  inf „/, the primal problem, corresponds to half of the mini'rnax

problem determined by  L, while the dual problem  supyg corresponds to the

other half.  The duality theorem (L )  can then be rewritten equivalently as

an abstract minimax theorem for  L:

C\) inf    sup  Lix, y) = max    inf   Lix, y).

xeX yeY yeY xeX

The basic logical principle we wish to record is the following.

Proposition,   (ti)  holds if and only if (£)  holds.

The "if" half of the Proposition, when combined with the framework

just mentioned for dual optimization problems (see, e.g., Rockafellar [4],

[5]), furnishes an extremely general recipe for theorems of the alternative.

Indeed, starting out with some appropriate set of hypotheses on / or g (or

L) which validate statement yi)) (or (Ti)), one then concludes that the cor-

responding statement (u)  is valid under exactly the same set of hypothe-

ses.   A forthcoming paper  [3]  will show how this technique can be used to

derive new transposition theorems virtually on demand as well, as extend a

number of the classical ones to broader, infinite-dimensional and nonpoly-

hedral settings.

The proof of the Proposition is immediate from two lemmas, which may

be of interest in their own right as they provide a more detailed comparison
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of (Cl)  and (J/).   In what follows the symbol  >\- denotes negation.

Lemma 1.    The following two statements are equivalent:

(a.) Va £ (-co, +«,],   (Ha)  implies ~(la);

(d.) inf   /(x) >   sup g(y).
x e X yeY

Lemma 2.   77je following two statements are equivalent:

(a2) Va e (-oo, +<»], ^(la)   implies ill J;

(d ) 3y e Y sac/) /Aa/ g(y) >   inf  fix).
2 xeX

Observe that (d.) is the so-called weak duality theorem for the two op-

timization problems, while  (a. J corresponds  (albeit in a highly abstract

way) to the nontrivial half of the theorem of the alternative.

It is clear that (Cl) is equivalent to (a.) and (a,), and also that (X)

is equivalent to (dj) and (d2). Thus, the Proposition will be proved once

the two lemmas are.

Proof of Lemma 1.   To see that  (a.) implies  (d,):   Let  y £  Y  and put

a = g(y).   If  a =-oo, inf^./ >-oo  trivially.   If  a £ (_<», +<»],  (a J implies

inf xf > a.  Since y £ Y was arbitrary,  (dj) follows.  To see that (dj im-

plies  (aj):   Let  a e (-oo, +oo]  be such that  (Ha)  holds.   Then  (d.)  implies

m^xf- suPyS - a'-so tnat (fa) fails.

Proof of Lemma 2.   To see that (aj implies  (d2):   If inf„/ = -oo, then

g(y) > infy./ is satisfied by each y e  Y.   If inf„/> -oo, then ~Ua) holds

for   a = inf,,/, and hence  (a2) implies  g(y) > a  for some  y £  Y.   By the

choice of  a, this gives  (d2).   To see that  (d2) implies  (a2):  Let   a £

(-oo, +oa]   be such that  ~(Ia)  holds, that is,  infxf> a.   Then by  (d2) there

exists some y £  Y such that  g(y) > a, so that  (Ha) holds.

We envision applying the Proposition primarily to situations in which both X

and  Y are nonempty, with whatever "constraints" are present built in to / and g

via the use of +«> and -oo. It may be of interest to note, though, that with only a

slight modification everything applies even allowing X or  Y to be empty. One

simply uses wherever necessary the conventions inf 0 = +oo and sup 0 = -oo, and

in Lemma 2 one modifies statement (d ) by adding the clause "or else Y = 0 and

int yf = -oo." Then (Si), with attainment in the dual problem interpreted as true vac-

uously, is still equivalent to (d.) and (d2), and all the proofs remain valid.
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